
  

Tomatoes 

           

It’s time to start thinking about preserving tomatoes – bottled whole and diced tomatoes, tomato puree, tomato relish, tomato sauce, 
tomato paste (no waste), dehydrating tomatoes, you may even want to make tomato powder. 
Preserves are a great foundation for a sustainable lifestyle, allowing you to use seasonal produce from your own (or family and friends’) 
gardens (or when it is at its cheapest), and process it, store it, and use it throughout the year. I love that I have tomato products ready to 
use all year round, and must make sure that I make enough to supply family and friends with their favourites to! 
This is how I grew up.  When it was time, we would make a special trip to a tomato farm, generally two families, two cars, mums and kids on 
board (dad’s were generally too busy on the farm) returning laden with cases and cases (wooden boxes) full of tomatoes!  As usual it was 
not only my mother in the kitchen, but often times my sisters, and when he returned from the farm, our father also joined in the process.  The 
tomato products were used throughout the year, and generally when the next season rolled around, there was very little left – and oh the 
drama if we ran out of homemade tomato sauce and had to buy a bottle of tomato sauce so we could have sauce with our sausages -we 
hated it!  Such fantastic memories...   
Join me in a session where we will talk all things tomatoes – dehydrating, preserving, maybe even growing…   This is a hands on session and 
you will prepare a jar of tomatoes that will be processed for you to take home.  We’ll also make up a batch of my aunt’s recipe for tomato 
relish, it is another family favourite.  You will be amazed at how rewarding the process is and how simple it is.   
To finish, a tasting of dishes that I have prepared using various preserves from my larder, so that you know how to put your hard work to use 
in tasty dishes at home.   

A little more detail… 
On the day: 

• Each participant will be provided with the ingredients, instructions and guidance as they prepare a jar of tomates to be processed. 
• Ingredients will be provided for the tomato relish that will be made while we wait for the jars of preserved tomatoes to process. 
• I will also provide a tasting plate so that you can see how to use the preserves at home. 

What you will take home: 
Each participant will take home: 

• Notes on how to preserve tomatoes at home, including recipes for the goodies prepared for the tasting.. 
• The jar of preserved tomatoes that you have prepared as well as a jar of tomato relish that we make on the day. 

Session Duration:  
The session will run for 2 – 2 ½ hours. 

Cost: 
$35.00 per person 

Number of Participants: 
This session is limited to a maximum of 6 people. 
Minimum of 3 people are required for the session to run. 

More Information  
I prefer not to call this a cooking class, but more of a hands-on cooking and knowledge sharing session, where you will learn and share from 
my experience. I am not a trained chef, just taught and guided by my experiences and driven by my love of cooking, sharing and 
celebrating with food.  

Health and Safety  
• If you have any dietary restrictions please contact us prior to booking.  
• Closed shoes must be worn.  

Cancellation and refund policy 
• If you need to cancel your booking we are unable to refund your payment. You can, however, transfer your booking to another person or 

we can issue a credit for you to use on another occasion. Please contact us to make the necessary arrangements.  
• Should circumstances arise, we reserve the right to cancel the class or change the date. Should this occur, we will provide the option of a 

full refund or transfer.   
E:  sbaskitchen@bigpond.com 

P: 0416 021 160 
 


